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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for compression of a tWo dimen 
sional video object such that the video object may subse 
quently be displayed as a three dimensional object is gen 
erally accomplished by a set-up engine Which receives 
vertex parameters and generates a plurality of derivatives 
and Bresenham parameters, therefrom. The derivatives and 
Bresenham parameters are provided to an edgewalker circuit 
Which produces, therefrom, a plurality of spans Which, in 
turn, is converted in to a set of texel addresses by a texel 
address generator. A texel fetch circuit receives the set of 
texel addresses and uses the addresses to retrieve a set of 
texels, Which is subsequently processed by a texel processor 
to produce a ?ltered pixel. To retrieve the set of texels, the 
texel fetch circuit retrieves a set of indexes based on the 
texel addresses and uses the set of texels to retrieve the set 
of texels from a codebook. The retrieval of the set of indexes 
and the indexing of the codebook is executed Within tWo 
consecutive clock cycles. 

39 Claims, 17 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
COMPRESSION OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL 

VIDEO OBJECT 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to video graphics pro 
cessing and more particularly to three dimensional video 
graphics processing. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The basic architecture of the computing device is knoWn 
to include a central processing unit (CPU), system memory, 
input/output ports, an address generation unit (AGU), pro 
gram control circuitry, interconnecting buses, audio process 
ing circuitry, and video processing circuitry. Such comput 
ing devices are used in video game players, personal 
computers, Work stations, and televisions, to name just a feW 
of the almost endless number of commercial computing 
devices. As each of these basic elements evolve, computing 
devices are able to process more data and do it more quickly, 
offer enhanced user interfaces, and provide more vibrant 
displays. The more vibrant displays are the direct result of 
video graphics circuit evolution. 

Video graphics circuits have evolved from providing 
simple text and tWo dimensional images to relatively com 
plex three-dimensional images. Such evolution began With 
high-end computers, such as Work stations, Where the use of 
complex and costly circuitry is more commercially viable. 
For example, three-dimensional multimedia graphics started 
With the high-end computers using texture mapping. Texture 
mapping alloWs a rendering system to map a tWo dimen 
sional image (i.e., a texture map) onto a three-dimensional 
shape making the three dimensional shape look more com 
plex and realistic than the underlying geometry. While 
texture mapping alloWs a tWo-dimensional object to have the 
appearance of a complex three-dimensional image, such 
texture mapping requires a large amount of memory. For 
detailed tWo dimensional images, the memory required for 
texture mapping it on to a three dimensional object may 
exceed the available memory or may cause the resulting 
three dimensional image to exceed the actual siZe of the 
geometric scene. 

To overcome the preceding problem, hardWare systems 
include dedicated memory to support real-time texture map 
ping. The dedicated memory stores the tWo dimensional 
texture map making it more readily accessible. While the 
dedicated memory improves the efficiency of hardWare 
systems performing texture mapping, the processing capa 
bilities of the hardWare system is limited and may soon be 
overtaxed by the texture mapping. 

To reduce the amount of the memory required for texture 
mapping, the texture map maybe compressed and stored as 
compressed data. The compressed data, as the name 
suggests, requires less memory to store. With various types 
of compression techniques, such as vector quantiZation, a 
compression ratio of up to 35 to 1 maybe achieved With little 
lost in the individual quality of the rendered scene. While 
compression helps reduce the cost and complexity of three 
dimensional texture mapping hardWare circuits, a need still 
exists for a high-quality and economical three-dimensional 
graphics processor. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a three 
dimensional graphics processor Which is in accordance With 
the present invention; 
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2 
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic block diagram of an alter 

nate embodiment of a three-dimensional graphics processor 
Which is in accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a graphical representation of texture 
mapping Which is in accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic block diagram of indexing 
the codebook Which is in accordance With the present 
invention; 

FIG. 5 illustrates a graphical representation of mapping a 
tWo-dimensional image onto a three-dimensional object 
Which is in accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 6 illustrates a logic diagram for three-dimensional 
graphics processing in accordance With the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 7 illustrates a logic diagram for an alternate three 
dimensional graphics processing method Which is in accor 
dance With the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates a logic diagram representing another 
three-dimensional graphics processing method Which is in 
accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 9 illustrates a logic diagram of yet another three 
dimensional graphics processing method Which is in accor 
dance With the present invention; 

FIG. 10 illustrates the rendering of object elements that 
overlap in the Z direction, such rendering is done in accor 
dance With the present invention; 

FIG. 11 illustrates a timing diagram of three-dimensional 
graphics processing in accordance With the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 12 illustrates a schematic block diagram of video 
texture compression circuitry Which is in accordance With 
the present invention; 

FIG. 13 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a video 
compression circuit Which is in accordance With the present 
invention; 

FIG. 14 illustrates a logic diagram Which maybe used to 
implement a texel retrieval process Which is in accordance 
With the present invention; 

FIG. 15 illustrates a logic diagram Which maybe used to 
implement an alternate texel retrieval process Which is in 
accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 16 illustrates a logic diagram Which maybe used to 
generate a compression codebook in accordance With the 
present invention; 

FIG. 17 illustrates a logic diagram Which illustrates an 
alternate method for generating a codebook in accordance 
With the present invention; 

FIG. 18 illustrates a logic diagram Which maybe used to 
generate a codebook using yet another alternate method in 
accordance With the present invention; and 

FIG. 19 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a com 
puting system Which is in accordance With the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Generally, the present invention provides a method and 
apparatus for decompression of a tWo dimensional video 
texture map such that an object may subsequently be dis 
played as a three dimensional object. This is generally 
accomplished by a set-up engine Which receives vertex 
parameters and generates a plurality of derivatives and 
Bresenham parameters, therefrom. The derivatives and 
Bresenham parameters are provided to an edgeWalker circuit 
Which produces, therefrom, a plurality of spans Which, in 
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turn, is converted in to a set of texel addresses by a texel 
address generator. A texel fetch circuit receives the set of 
texel addresses and uses the addresses to retrieve a set of 
texels, Which is subsequently processed by a texel processor 
to produce a ?ltered pixel. To retrieve the set of texels, the 
texel fetch circuit retrieves a set of indexes based on the 
texel addresses and uses the set of indexes to retrieve the set 
of texels from a codebook. The retrieval of the set of indexes 
and the indexing of the codebook is executed Within tWo 
consecutive clock cycles. With such a method and apparatus, 
a high-quality and economical three-dimensional video 
graphics processor is obtained. 

The present invention can be more fully described With 
reference to FIGS. 1 through 19. FIG. 1 illustrates a sche 
matic block diagram of a video texture decompression 
circuit 10 Which includes a set up engine 12, an edgeWalker 
circuit 14, a texel address generator 16, a texel fetch circuit 
18, and a texel processor 20. Each of these components 
maybe stand-alone processing devices that include associ 
ated softWare, or maybe components of a single video 
graphics processing circuit Which includes the appropriate 
softWare to perform the functionality described beloW. For 
example, each element maybe a stand-alone microprocessor, 
micro-controller, digital signal processor (DSP), central pro 
cessing unit (CPU), a coprocessor, or any device that 
manipulates digital data based on operational instructions. 
Alternatively, the entire three-dimensional graphics proces 
sor maybe a DSP, microprocessor, micro-controller Which 
performs the functional processes of each of the components 
12, 14, 16, 18, and 20. 

In operation, the set-up engine 12 receives vertex param 
eters 22 of an object element 28. The object element 28 is 
typically triangular in shape but may be of any other 
geometric shape that can be determined by its vertex points. 
The vertex parameters (V1, V2, and V3) indicate the alpha 
parameters, luminance and chrominance parameters, color 
and brightness parameters, texture mapping values, and/or 
three dimensional location parameters at the three vertexes 
(v1, v2, v3) of the object element 28. The alpha parameters 
indicate an object element’s opaqueness, Which may be 
opaque, transparent, or translucent. The three dimensional 
location parameters (x, y, Z) indicate each of the vertexes 
three dimensional location in x, y, Z coordinates; note that 
one of the vertexes is selected to be a starting point. The 
mapping parameters map particular points, (at this stage, the 
vertexes of the object element 28) of a tWo-dimensional 
texture map onto particular points of a three-dimensional 
object. The color-brightness parameters (Red, Green, Blue 
parameters) indicate the color and brightness for the vertex 
points of the object element 28. 

The set-up engine 12, Which may be a ?oating point state 
machine, determines a plurality of derivatives and Bresen 
ham parameters 24 from the vertex parameters 22. The 
determination begins When the vertex parameters V1, V2, 
and V3, Which represent the object element’s video proper 
ties at its vertexes, are received and an x-slope and a y-slope 
are determined from the x and y tWo dimensional location 
parameters. Based on the slopes, the set-up engine 12 
calculates the video properties of a neW point Within the 
object elements, the neWly calculated video properties com 
prise one of the plurality of derivatives. In general, the set-up 
engine is a plane equation solver for each of the vertex 
parameters 22. As such, given the vertex parameters V1, V2, 
and V3, the set-up engine determines the enabling points of 
the object element 28 and their associated values. In 
addition, the color values betWeen the enabling points of the 
object element 28 are linearly related based on slopes in the 
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4 
x and y directions. To determine this, texture slopes are 
established in each of the three directions based on the image 
to be presented. The linear relationship of the slopes in the 
x, y, and Z directions are presented as a plurality of deriva 
tives and Bresenham parameters 24, Where the Bresenham 
parameter provides an integer remainder value for a given 
derivative as opposed to a rounded off value. As such, the 
Bresenharn parameter alloWs for more accurate representa 
tions of the derivatives since no data is lost. 

As an example, assume that the object element has x, y, 
and y three dimensional parameters at its vertexes of V1: 1, 
2, 1; at V2: 1, 1, 1; and at V3: 2, 1, 1. The slopes for this right 
angle triangle are: x-slope equals 1 and y-slope equals —1. 
Further assume that R, G, B parameters are eight bits and 
have the values of: R—010, G—010, B—01 at V1; R—110, 
G—110, B—11 at V2; and R—110, G—110, B—11 at V3. 
From these values, the set-up engine 12 can calculate the 
video properties for any point Within the object element 28, 
Which Would be one of the plurality of derivatives and 
Bresenham parameters 24. For example, at point 1, 1.5, 1, 
the R, G, B parameters Would be based on the changes in 
each direction and combined to obtain the actual derivative 
and Bresenham parameter. The changes in the x-direction 
and y-direction are 0 With respect to V1 and the change in 
the y-direction is 0.5 With respect to V1. As such, the R, G, 
B parameter at the point is R—100, G—100, and B—10. 
The edgeWalker circuit 14 receives the plurality of deriva 

tives and Bresenham parameters 24 and outputs them as a 
plurality of spans 26. As such, the edgeWalker circuit 14 
begins at the starting point, Which may be at v1, and 
?guratively Walks through the object element, line by line 
and pixel by pixel, retrieving the derivative and Bresenham 
parameters for each point 32 of a span 30. The line by line 
and pixel by pixel stepping through the object element 
corresponds With the pixel resolution of a display on Which 
the object element Will subsequently be displayed. As such, 
the edgeWalker circuit 14 maps the plurality of derivatives 
and Bresenham parameters 24 into a plurality of spans 26 
Which correspond to the pixel resolution of the display. Note 
that the starting point may be of subpixel precision. 
The texel address generator 16 receives the plurality of 

spans 26 and produces, therefrom, a set of texel addresses 34 
for any particular point 32. As such, for each particular point 
32 in the object element 28, a different set of texel addresses 
34 Will be generated. As one skilled in the art Will readily 
appreciate, even though the set of texel addresses are gen 
erated individually for each particular point 32, several 
points may have the same set of texel addresses. The 
generation of the set of texel addresses 34 Will be discussed 
With greater detail beloW With reference to FIG. 3. 

The texel fetch circuit 18 receives the set of texel 
addresses and retrieves a set of texels 35. In short, the texel 
fetch circuit 18 interprets the set of texel addresses 34 and 
retrieves a set of indexes from a ?rst memory device. The set 
of indexes are then used to address a second memory device, 
Which stores a codebook, to retrieve the set of texels 35. The 
codebook includes a plurality of texel codes Which are 
compressed representations of a video textured map. Upon 
retrieval of the texel code(s), the texel fetch circuit 18 
provides them as the set of texels 35. A more detailed 
discussion of the retrieval of the set of texels 35 Will be 
discussed beloW With reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. 

The texel processor 20 receives the set of texels 35 and 
generates, therefrom, a ?ltered pixel 36. To accomplish this, 
the texel processor 20, in a pipeline manner, receives sets of 
texels 35 and ?lters them to obtain the proper perspective of 


















